OUR
WATER POLICY
GENERAL STATEMENT
For most of us, water is available simply by turning on a tap and taking it for granted. However, more than 2 billion
people in the world lack access to a source of clean water. In addition, water demand continues to grow, water
pollution increases exponentially, freshwater supplies decline, and global concerns rise.
Water is a scarce, precious resource that requires urgent protection.

Logoplaste’s operations are not water-intensive – water is mainly used for cooling in a closed-loop, cleaning activities
and personal purposes – but we are committed to monitoring, responsible management and taking actions to reduce
the amount of water we use even where water is currently plentiful.
We need to use water wisely and responsibly in our operations and daily lives.

SPECIFIC AIMS
Ensure compliance with all environmental laws and regulations, and this is
non-negotiable.
Always guarantee the provision of fully functioning, safely managed WASH (WAter,
Sanitation and Hygiene) services to all employees, contractors, and visitors.
Systematic management of water-related risks to the company and local
communities.
Responsible for water use, including monitoring water withdrawal and focusing on
water reduction and efficiency.
Monitor and manage water discharges, as well as their potential effects on the
surrounding environment
Increase recycling and reuse of water, when possible

LOGOPLASTE WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Consider water efficiency as a priority when making equipment purchasing
decisions
Implement best practices for water usage and conservation at new and existing
manufacturing sites
Regular maintenance of equipment, preventing water losses
Promote via education and training the correct and responsible use of water
Report on water incidents, conduct investigations and implement proper
corrective actions
Share best practices so that we can all learn and improve

MONITOR AND MEASURE
All plants will know the amount of water consumed for manufacturing and welfare
activities (meter). And we will maintain records of the amount of all water
consumed.
We aim to reduce our water extraction and use, through continuous improvement
and advances in technology.
We will regularly inspect and audit our equipment, processes, and procedures.

“AT LOGOPLASTE, WE MAKE EVERY DROP COUNT.”
This policy is brought to the attention of all employees,
contractors, and visitors. It is reviewed annually, sooner
if there are any immediate changes
Next review: May 2023
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